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Ring fan is a propeller fan that applies an axial-flow impeller with a ring-shaped shroud on the 
blade tip side. The fan has been expected not only to improve the aerodynamic characteristics but also 
to reduce the aerodynamic noise. In this study, the influence of wake on aerodynamic noise of a ring fan 
has been discussed by comparison with the characteristics of a current propeller fan. The blade rotating 
noise was assumed for the mechanism of the discrete frequency noise in the ring fan. Moreover, the 
theory for the estimation of the blade rotating noise based on the wake characteristics has been 
proposed. The overall noise level of the ring fan was decreased 3 dB than that of the propeller fan due 
to the discrete frequency noise in the first harmonics. As a result of CFD analysis, it is considered that 
the discrete frequency noise was generated from the blade surface of the impeller by the periodic 
pressure fluctuation synchronizing with the blade passing frequency. According with measured flow 
patterns, the relative velocity of the ring fan became slightly high than the propeller fan whereas the 
velocity fluctuation of the ring fan decreased approximately 71% than that of the propeller fan in the 
near wake. From results of the estimation based on the proposed theory of the aerodynamic noise, it can 
be considered that the discrete frequency noise of the ring fan was decreased by the perturbation of the 
jet-wake flow in the wake. 
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の直径が採用されている．ハブ比( ν = D hub / D )は，い



























  (1) 
羽根車の後流は主軸に対して水平な子午面において
熱線流速計によって測定されている．主軸方向の測定













(a) Propeller Fan          (b) Ring Fan 
 
Fig. 1 Test impeller 
 
Table 1 Main dimensios of impellers 
Propeller Fan Ring Fan
D (mm) 613
D hub (mm) 260
ν = Dhub / D tip 0.424
t (mm) 3
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Outlet ( P0 = 0Pa )
Boundary Layer
(y+=100)    
Inlet ( Q = constant )  
 
Fig. 4 Model of propeller fan for numerical simulation 













N = 1200 rpm
Z = 14
 Propeller Fan (EFD)
 Propeller Fan (CFD)




Fig. 5 Aerodynamic Characteristics 
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心位置が決定されている（プロペラファン；y = 270 mm，
リングファン；y = 310 mm）． 
図 9 は熱線流速計で測定された後流の速度変動を示
したものである．プロペラファンの後流には、jet-wake










 EFD ( 90.3 dB )
 CFD ( 89.9 dB )
N = 1200 rpm
φ = 0.358
Background Noise (72.6 dB)
 
(a) Comparison of EFD and CFD (propeller fan) 










 Propeller Fan (90.3 dB)
 Ring Fan (87.4 dB)
N = 1200 rpm
φ = 0.358
Background Noise (72.6 dB)
 
(b) Comparison of propeller fan and ring fan (EFD) 
 















































N = 1200 rpm
φ = 0.4
 
(b) Ring fan 
 
Fig. 8 Distribution of measured absolute velocity 
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Fig. 10 Distribution of the relative flow in the wake 
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